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Abstract 

An outer-independent Total Roman dominating function (OITRD) on a graph NewG  with 

vertex set  NewGV   is defined as a function    ,2,1,0: NewGVf   such that every vertex 

 NewGVv    with   0vf   has at least two neighbors allocate 1 under f or one neighbor w  

with   2wf   is independent. The weight of an OITRD f is the value    
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minimum weight of an OIIDF on a graph NewG  is called the outer-independent Total Roman 

domination number  NewOITR G  of .NewG  In this paper, we initiate the study of the outer-

independent Total Roman domination number and present the bounds on the outer-independent 

Total Roman domination number in terms of the proposed inverse 4−challenging fuzzy 

dominating set and inverse 4-challenging fuzzy domination number 1
4

CF

 of challenging fuzzy 

graph .CFG  The weight of an OITRD is the sum of its function values over all vertices, and the 

outer independent signed total Roman domination number (OITRD -number)  NewOITR G  is 

the minimum weight of an OITRD on .NewG  In addition, some result is obtained . 

1. Introduction 

Dominating set problems are among the most important class of 

combinatorial problems in graph optimization, from a theoretical as well as 

from a practical point of view [1]. For a given graph  ,, EVGG    a subset 

VD    of vertices is referred to as a dominating set if the remaining 

vertices, i.e., 
D

V



 is dominated by D  according to a given topological relation 

(e.g., they are all adjacent to at least one vertex from D ). Dominating set 

problems (also often called domination problems in graphs) have attracted 

the attention of computer scientists and plied mathematicians since the early 

50s and their lose relation to covering and independent set problems has lead 

to the development of a whole research area. There are many applications 

where set domination and related concepts play a central role, including 

school bus routing, communication networks, radio station location, social 

networks analysis, biological networks analysis and also chess-problems. 

Variants of dominating set problems e.g., the connected dominating set 

problems the (weighted) independent dominating set problems, among others 

for further of the dominating set problems [2, 3]. 

2. Preliminary 

In this paper, we shall only consider graphs without multiple edges or 

loops. For a graph       NewNewNewNew GVGEGVG  ,,   and  NewGE   are 

the sets of vertices and edges of New ,NewG  respectively. For  NewGV   
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and  ,NewGVv    the open neighborhood of v  in  is denoted by  .vN   

That is to say      .,  uGEvuuvN New   The closed neighborhood 

 vN   of v  in  is defined as      .vNuvN     If  ,NewGV   then 

 vN   and  vN   are denoted by  vN   and  ,vN   respectively. Let 

 ,NewGV   we write    .XNN
NewNew GG    The degree of v  is 

    .vNvD    A set  NewGV   of NewG  is independent if any two 

vertices in  are not adjacent in .NewG  A leaf of NewG  is a vertex of degree 

one and a support vertex of NewG  is a vertex adjacent to a leaf. The set of 

leaves of NewG  is denoted by  NewG  and the set of support vertices by 

 .NewG  Since outer-independent total domination and outer independent 

total Roman domination is not defined for graphs having isolated vertices, so 

all the graphs considered herein have no isolated vertices [14]. Given an 

OITDS D  of a graph NewG  a vertex Dv   is said to have a private neighbor 

if there exists a vertex  
 
















D

GV
vNw New


  for which    .vDwN    

2.1. Proposal OITR Graphs 

If G is a disconnected graph and Rggg ,,, 21   are the connected 

components of g, where ,2R  then by Theorem  kOITR g,1  for each kg  

Hence, g is an OITR graph if and only if each kg  is an OITR graph. So, in 

what follows, we only consider connected OITR graphs. 

Lemma 1. Let g be a connected OITR graph and d   be -OIT set of g. 

Then every vertex in d   has a private neighbor. 

Proof. Let ver be any vertex in .d   By the definition of an OITDS, 

  . dverN  Suppose that ver has no private neighbour. Then every 

vertex in 
 

d

gver


 is adjacent to a vertex in 

 
.

ver

d 
 

Consider a function       .,, verdverdgVf    Then f is an OITRD 
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function on g and       ,1212121  gddf OIT  

contradicting that g is an OIT-Roman graph. Thus, every vertex in d   has a 

private neighbor. 

Lemma 2. Let g be a connected OIT-Roman graph and d   be a OIT -set 

of dver    Then any vertex dver   has a leaf neighbor. 

Proof. By Lemma 1, verhas a private neighbour, say .u


 Hence, 

   .verduN 


 Note that   dgV   is independent we obtain that u


 has 

only one neighbor ver in g. Thus, u


 is a leaf neighbour of ver. 

2.2. Converse 4- challenging fuzzy domination in anti fuzzy graphs 

.CFG  

Definition 2.2.1. A subset vertex  of  CFGV  is said to be 4-challenging 

fuzzy dominating  CFd4   set of CFG  if for every vertex  VA   there is 

at least two vertices 21, BB  such that      11, BVABA    and 

     ., 21 BVABA    

Definition 2.2.2. A CFd4  set of CFG  with minimum number of vertices 

is called minimum 4-challenging fuzzy dominating  CFd4  set of .CFG  A 

challenging fuzzy  CFd4  domination number is define is take maximum 

cardinality for all  CFdMax4  set and denoted by .4CF  

Definition 2.2.3. Let   ,CFG  be any challenging fuzzy graph 

without isolated vertex and  be a  CFdMax4  set of ,CFG  if V  contains 

a CFd4  set   then D  is called inverse CFd4  set of ... trwGCF  The 

maximum cardinality taken over all minimum inverse CFd4  sets of is called 

converse 4-domination number of CFG  and denoted by  .1
4 CFCF G  

Example. Consider a challenging fuzzy graph ,CFG  which is given in 

Figure 1. The CFdMax4  sets of CFG  are  21211 ,,, VVUU   

 .,,,2 VUBA  
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    ,5.45.4,3.2max,max 2214  CF  then 1  is inverse 

CFd4  set, thus .3.21
1

4 CF  

 

Figure1. converse 4-challenging fuzzy dominating set. 

Preposition 2.2.4 (i).         ,,max4   YVBABAYCF
  

.5z  

(ii) Let zCF IG   vertices and .3z  and every edge is effective then 

    .2,1;max
1

2
0 24













 


 

z

a abzCF bUY  

(iii) If 
21, IGCF   is a complete bipartite challenging fuzzy graph with 

ji,  vertices then 

 

      

















BbbandAaajiYAA

jB

iifA

IG

bababba

CF

,,,4,max

84

84
max

21,  

Theorem 2.2.5. For any challenging fuzzy graph CFG  has an inverse 

CFd4  set, then a vertex  VA   belongs to every inverse CFd2  set of CFG  if 

a has either two or three neighbors. 

Suggestion 1. Let   ,CFG  be any anti graph has no isolated 

vertex, if inverse CFd4  exist then CFG  contains at least four vertices. 

Proof. Let D  be a CFdMaxx4  set of ,CFG  since CFG  has no isolated 

vertex, so D  contains at least two vertices. If inverse CFd4  set exists then 

DV    contains CFd4  set with respect to .D  Thus .DV   has at least two 

vertices. 

Observation 2.2.6. For any anti fuzzy graph has no isolated vertex, 
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every inverse CFd4  set is inverse fuzzy dominating set. 

Suggestion 2. if there is inverse CFd4  set of CFG  then 

.1
44 PCFCF    

Proof. Consider D  and D  are CFdMax4  set and inverse CFd4  set of 

CFG  respectively. Then .DVD    So .DVD    Thus 

.4
1

4 CFCF   Hence, .1
44 PCFCF    

Corollary 3.2. For any challenging fuzzy graph if there is inverse CFd4  

set, then       
aCF Uba 1

4  where ba,  and .DVUa
    

Preposition 2.2.7. If 21, I  is a complete bipartite anti fuzzy graph with 

ji,  vertices then  

   
        
































 


DBbbandA

aajiYAABA

jiBA

ijandjifB

jiandiifA

I

ba

babba

CF

,

,,4,max,,

4,min

84

84

max

2,1
1

4  

Proof. Let   ,
21, BAIV 

  where  ,,,, 21 iaaaA   

 .,,, 21 jbbbB   And  let D  is CFdMax4  set of .
2,1 I  There are three 

cases: 

Case1. If i or j less than four, then there are two subcases as follows.  

Subcase 1. If ji 4  then it is clear that  21, aaD   where 

Aaa 21,  is CFdMax4  set. Such that   .
21,4 AID CF  

  Thus the 

set B is inverse CFd4  set of 
21,I  such that   .

2,1
1

4 BICF  
   Similarly 

if   .,4
2,1

1
4 AIji CF  
  

Subcase 2. If 8 ji  it is clear    .,min
2,1

1
4 BAICF  
  

Case 2. If ,8i  then 
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            DAaabbaaaBI yxyxyxCF
 

 ,,max,
21,

1
4  

and ., DBbb yx
  Likewise if 8j  then 

            DAaabbaaaAI yxyxyxCF
 

 ,,max,
21,

1
4  

Case 3. If .9j  It is clear by preposition a CFdMax4  set of 
2,1 I  

contains four vertices take two vertices of each sets A and B with maximum 

cardinality value. Thus the inverse CFd4  set of 
2,1 I  is CFdMax4  set of 

.2,21 2I  Thus, 

             8,,max2,214,1
1

4 22
 

 jibbaaII yxyxCFCF  

and .,,, DBbbDAaa yxyx
   Hence, the results is obtains. 

Preposition 2.2.8. Every inverse CFd4  set of   ,CFG  is inverse 4- 

dominating set of challenging crisp graph  .,  CG  

Proof. Let D   be an inverse CFd4  set of ,CFG  then for every vertex 

DVb    has at least two effective neighbors in ,D   i.e. There are 

Dba  
21,  such that     0, 1  bab  thus   1, ab  and 

        .,,0, 222
 abbaab  Therefore ,D   contains two 

neighbours of b. Hence, the theorem is prove. 

Example. Consider   ,CFG  and    ,CG  in figure  ba,2  

respectively Clearly Hardness Result of Outer-Independent Total Roman 

Domination in Challenging Fuzzy Graphs     fceb ,,,  is inverse 4-

dominating set of    ,CG  but not inverse in  ., CFG  

 

Figure 2. (a) Challenging fuzzy graph and (b) crisp graph. 
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Theorem 2.2.9. Let   ,CFG  be a challenging fuzzy graph. Then D   

be inverse CFd4  set CFG  such that 1
4
 CFD  is minimal if for each vertex 

,Da    either,   4,1  DaN  or 2. There exists a vertex DVb    such 

that    .4 bNbaDbN   

Proof. Let D   be an inverse CFd4  set of CFG  such that .1
4
 CFD  

Assume that the above conditions are not holds, i.e. there exist Da    such 

that   4 DaN  and for each vertex DVb    either   4 DbN  or 

 .aNb   Consider  ,aDa    since a has at least two neigphbors in D   

Thus X is inverse CFd4  set of ,CFG  which contradiction with minimality .D   

Conversely. Let D   be an inverse CFd4  set of CFG  satisfying the 

conditions (1) and (2).Consider  aDX    for any vertex Da    If 

condition (1) holds then X is not inverse CFd4  set, and if (2) holds then X has 

one neigphbor of b .then b is not inverse CFd4  set. Hence, D   is minimal 

inverse CFd4  set of .CFG  

3. Conclusion 

This paper considers the properties of the outer-independent domination. 

More recently, known as Roman-f2g domination, Total Roman domination 

was proposed in this paper. We show bounds relating the outer-independent 

Total Roman domination number to the proposed challenging fuzzy number, 

order and diameter. The results partially answer theorem 1 and 2 proposed 

by this work respectively. Moreover, we have characterized all OIT-Roman 

domination graphs and given a proposed challenging Fuzzy graph for 

recognizing an OIT-Roman Domination graph, which answers theorem 3. 
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